The process of finding talented graduates and
undergraduates with the skills you need for first
jobs or internships can be difficult and risky. With
Talented Europe you can access a Europe-wide
database of students who have been verified as
highly talented online or via mobile app. Those
high quaility students with the talents and skills
you have identified will have access to your
opportunities, wherever in Europe you operate.

How do we achieve this?

The young graduates have an online profile with
references from professors who have evaluated
their skills. This innovative concept clarifies how
the talented graduate shall provide a value to the
company. In this way, apart from having the
curriculum vitae, you have another source of
reliable information, which improves the selection
process.
Since Talented Europe operates on mobile
devices, today’s natural choice for young people,
response time is very fast.
Talented Europe offers a showcase of the best
students in Europe.

WHAT IS TALENTED EUROPE?

FINDING THE RIGHT
TALENT

“A simple idea which links
employers to students. The
meeting point of excellence.”

OUR GOAL:
BRING EUROPE’S MOST
TALENTED STUDENTS AND
COMPANIES TOGETHER
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TALENTED EUROPE
IN A NUTSHELL
2. Company executive can also
scan the Talented Europe
database for students with the
necessary skills.

FRED'S RESUMÉ
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1. A company executive
recognizes a need for an
intern or starter with
particular skills.
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Joins Talented Europe at
talentedeurope.eu and
posts job requirements.

4. With Talented Europe you

3. Company executive finds appropriate
students’ résumé/CV and contacts them
via the mobile app or website to
arrange interview, either in person or
online.
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MSG
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have found the ideal candidate
for the job that you offer in a
comfortable, quick and safe
way.

Join the Talented Europe
database at
www.talentedeurope.eu.
You have everything to win
and skilled young talents to
gain.

